Big Data has turned out to be one of the popular expressions in IT the last couple of years. In the current digital period, according to the huge improvement occurring in the web and online world innovations, we are facing a gigantic volume of information. The size of data has expanded significantly with the appearance of today's innovation in numerous segments, for example, assembling, business, and science. Types of information have been changed from structured data-driven databases to data including documents, images, audio, video, and social media contents referred to as unstructured data or Big Data. Consequently, most of the organizations try to invest in the big data technology aiming to get value from their investment. However, the organizations face a challenge to determine their requirements and then the technology that suits their businesses. Different technologies are provided by variety of vendors, each of them can be used, and there is no methodology helping them for choosing and making a right decision. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to construct a roadmap for helping the organizations determine their needs and selecting a suitable technology and applying this conducted proposed roadmap practically on two companies.
Introduction
Big Data need ended up among the hottest research regions today. Looking into the researches of Big Data analysis which could profit businesses, experimental exploration and general society part and also developments done in every sphere. The need is to create framework systems that can explore this Big Data potential to the maximum, without forgetting the challenges associated with its analysis, structure, scale, timeliness and privacy. Companies are confronting the challenge of processing huge chunks of data, and have found that none of the existing unified architectures can proficiently handle this huge volume of data [1] .
If we want to have a glance at the data generation history from 1960, we can see this trend in overall: 1960-1990, relational databases; 1990-2000, OLAP technology; 2000-2010, column-based data storages and cloud computing; and 2010-2016, Big Data applications. In simple word, the term Big Data means the collection, processing and presenting the massive amounts of data results that come in a variety of formats at high speed [2] . For example, each minute 15h of videos are uploaded to Facebook so that collects more than 50 TB per day. With respect to the amounts of data generating each day, we can predict the growth rate of data in the next years [3] .
Companies that need to work with large sets of data have a range of big data, open-source frameworks, tools and solutions from which to choose. Each solution has a different set of advantages, disadvantages and ideal applications which is the aim of this paper is to help these organizations in revealing the selection problems that they fall into when deciding to work with Big Data. 
Problem Statement
Any company nowadays despite its size deeply thinks it needs to migrate to big data due to increasing technological environment that we live in. However, there is a big confusion towards the ways, the steps and the procedures through which they are going to migrate. Although it isn't hard to argue the value of analyzing big data, it is intimidating to figure out what to do first. For instance, how to start using big data tools? Which vendors to choose from? And if you are already using one of the big data technologies there are yet many questions that go around, if this tool is effective or not? Such undecided companies are lacking the capability of capturing and storing the data that's why they want to adopt a single/package of tools to save time and money but here is the dilemma how to do it? What are the options available? And what is the best choice to select?
A Proposed Roadmap For Applying Big data
A strategic roadmap is a plan that defines where a business is, where it wants to go, and how to get it there. It is a visual representation that organizes and presents important information related to future plans. Strategic roadmaps are a common approach to planning. They are an effective communication tool for managers, and link strategic initiatives with business plans. Road mapping acts as a focusing device that marshals efforts toward achieving important goals [4] . Before deciding if your company will be able to work with Big Data or not. A roadmap is conducted in order to help organization in taking their decision as shown in Fig 
Step 1: Determine Business Requirements
Today, enterprises are exploring big data to discover facts they didn't know before. This is an important task right now because the recent economic recession forced deep changes into most businesses, especially those that depend on mass consumers. In this step we should identify the project business goals, mission and strategy as following [5]:
Project Business Goals
An eight step approach that any organization should follow in order to define big data project goals [5] :
a) Problem Definition
Determine what the problems you want to solve. In this point, the company need to identify what issues the organization is facing and envision what solutions might be to those problems.
b) Impact
Understand how these problems impact your business and then develop use case(s). Determine: Are you losing millions? Is your staff wasting time by doing more data entry and less analysis? How is this problem impacting your organization? c) Success criteria How will you measure the success? What are the top metrics you need to track throughout this process?
d) Value & Impact
What you need to clearly understand is if this problem was solved, what would it mean for your org anization? This is typically one of the most crucial steps as it helps determine how and when you should move forward with this project. It also provides context for determining the budget.
If you can't clearly define and articulate steps 1-4, there is no point in moving to step 5. Also, note that the first 4 steps have little or nothing to do with the technology. This is intentional as you don't want to force technology to solve your business problems. You are starting with the business problem and will m ap the appropriate technology to solve it. h) Agile or iterative approach. Start with a pre-production or a pilot implementation. Set goals and milestones and break them up into manageable chunks. Once the pilot is up and running and you see value from it, roll it out into production and enterprise-wide use.
Project Mission and Strategy
Project Scope: "Scope the project well to deliver near-term business benefit. Using the nucleus project as the foundation for accelerating future big data projects." Since big data projects can get pretty complex, it is helpful to segment the work into broad categories and then drill down into each to create a solid plan [6] .
Relevant stakeholders: "The involvement of the relevant stakeholders. It is important that the big data initiative be aligned with key stakeholder requirements. If stakeholders haven't clearly specified their requirements or expectations for your big data initiative, it's not production-ready [6] ."
Infrastructure: "In order to successfully support a big data project in the enterprise, you have to make the infrastructure and applications production-ready in your operations." In order to be able to analyze big data (i.e. data is structured and/or not structured at all) you need specific data management technology. One popular big data storage and processing technology that we will talk about is the Hadoop ecosystems of open software tools [6] .
Skillsets: "The staff needs to have the right skillsets: e.g. database, integration and analytics skills". This point is not trivial and James Kobielus adds [7] :"Data-driven organizations succeed when all personnel-both technical and business-have a common understanding of the core big data best skills, tools and practices. You need all the skills of data management, integration, modeling, and so forth that you already have running your data marts, warehouses, OLAP cubes".
Step 2: Apply Big Data Characteristics
In 2010 Apache Hadoop defined big data as "datasets which could not be captured, managed, and processed by general computers within an acceptable scope." As a matter of fact, big data has also been defined as early as 2001. Doug Laney, an analyst of META (presently Gartner) defined challenges and opportunities brought by the increase of data with a 3Vs model, i.e., the increase of Volume, Velocity, and Variety, in a research report [8] and they became the main characteristics of Big Data .
Volume
Data volume measures the amount of data available to an organization, which does not necessarily have to own all of it as long as it can access it.
Velocity
Data velocity measures the speed of data creation, streaming, and aggregation.
Variety
Data variety is a measure of the richness of the data representation -text, images video, audio, etc.
And then those main characteristics were extended to reach 7v's: a) Value User can run certain queries against the data stored and thus can deduct important results from the filtered data obtained and can also rank it according to the dimensions they require. b) Veracity
Big Data veracity ensures that the data used are trusted, authentic and protected from unauthorized access and modification. The data must be secured during the whole their lifecycle from collection from trusted sources to processing on trusted compute facilities and storage on protected and trusted storage facilities [10] . c) Variability
Variability considers the inconsistencies of the data flow. Data loads become challenging to be maintained especially with the increase in usage of the social media which generally causes peak in data loads with certain events occurring [9] .
d) Volatility
How old does your data need to be before it is considered irrelevant, historic, or not useful any longer? How long does data need to be kept for?
In a classical data setting, there not might even be data archival policies in place.
We've seen number of companies which realize the most significant benefits from Big Data projects and they are aiming to apply big data in their work in order to provide the highest return and they are in a confusion of how to start. There are two types of companies:
First Scenario: if you are a new company who wants to start working with Big Data, you should have two or more characteristics of these so as to begin using big data that are discussed before in the 7V's model: i. Encompasses large amounts of information ii. Consists of a variety of data types and formats iii. Generated by disparate sources iv. Retained for long periods v. Utilized by new and innovative applications Second Scenario: If you are an existing company that is working with one of the Data Warehousing tools and wants to offload this data to Hadoop you should first understand the meaning of data warehouse and big data keeping in mind that big data isn't a replacement of data warehouse. In order to well understand the difference between them we should first understand what the two concepts are.
Data warehouse
A Data warehouse is a repository of potentially valuable past and current data that is used to support decision makers [11] . Fig. 2 depicts data warehouse architecture.
Fig. 2-Data Warehouse Architecture 'adopted from [25]'
Big Data Big Data is usually linked to unstructured data. This means that there is no relation between pieces of data. However, Big Data can have any structure. For example, data can be structured, semi-structured, or unstructured. It should never be assumed that Big Data is only unstructured data [11] .
Hadoop
When we usually refer to big data we usually refer to Hadoop. Hadoop is a software ecosystem that allows the distribution of large data sets across a cluster of computers [12] .
How Data warehouse and Big Data can work together?
Hive is a very interesting Hadoop component as it is a data warehouse tool. Hive provides a SQL like language and a relational model. Hive is a system that sits on top of Hadoop that is designed to process structured data. However, Hive should not be considered a relational database. Hive demonstrates that there are differences between Big Data and data warehousing. Due to the nature of Hive it can be seen certain applications can use both Big Data and data warehousing [11] .
To sum up, big data can never replace data warehouse. Big Data is more a technology while the data warehouse is the architect. Technologies like Hive not only demonstrate that Big Data cannot be a replacement for data warehouses but that Big Data and data warehousing can be used together [11] .
Step 3: Evaluate the Available Resources of Your Company
With the huge quantities of data involved in big data solutions, there must be a robust infrastructure for storage , processing and networking, in addition to analytics software. Nowadays some organizations have the capacity in place to absorb Big Data solutions, while others will need to expand their resources in order to accommodate these new tools, or they could add new capacity to help them in solving the surplus of resources. Big Data solution won't work properly if one of these 4 infrastructure solutions is missing:
Storage
Often, organizations already possess enough storage in-house to support a Big Data initiative. The initial test server for Hadoop cluster is:
• 
Processing
Servers intended for Big Data analytics must have enough processing power to support the Big Data application. Some analytics vendors, such as Splunk (Splunk Analytics for Hadoop is an integrated analytics add-on that enables anyone in your organization to interactively explore, analyze and visualize raw, unstructured big data), offer cloud processing options, which can be especially attractive to agencies that experience seasonal peaks [13] .But if you are a daily demanding company you can rely on on-premises processing resources to handle the steadier, day-to-day demands.
Networks
The massive quantities of information that must be transferred back and forth in a Big Data initiative require robust networking hardware.
Many organizations are already operating with networking hardware that facilitates 10-gigabit connections, and may have to make only minor modifications -such as the installation of new ports -to accommodate a Big Data initiative. Securing network transports is an essential step in any upgrade, especially for traffic that crosses network boundaries [13] .
Analytics Software
Agencies must select Big Data analytics products based not only on what functions the software can complete, but also on factors such as data security and ease of use.
One popular function of Big Data analytics software is predictive analytics -the analysis of current data to make predictions about the future. Predictive analytics are already used across a number of fields, including actuarial science, marketing and financial services. We can also find Governmental applications include fraud detection, capacity planning and child protection [13] .
Step 4: Determine Task Processing 4.1 Batch Processing
Batch processing main focus is on banning any computation of data unless all the input data is completely available, so the Hadoop framework processes the input data and the output results will be available when all of the computation is done.
Real-Time Data
In big data processing, real-time queries always respond in terms of seconds and minutes instead of batch jobs which takes hours and days instead.
Streaming Data
Today's applications need more stream-like demands in which the input data is not available completely at the beginning and arrives constantly.
MapReduce, Spark and Flink are one of the most popular Big Data task processing frameworks. Each one of them has weaknesses and strengths and choosing between them is based on demands and applications. Table1 is conducted between those popular frameworks as following [14] [15] [16] [17]: Apache Flink also requires a lot of RAM to run in-memory, so it will increase its cost gradually It also has high-level operators Apache Flink is a scalable data analytics framework that is fully compatible to Hadoop with each other other
Step 5: Software Selection
We get asked a lot of questions about how to select Apache Hadoop. Remember that Hadoop is built to handle component failure well and to scale out on low cost gear. So when looking about choosing the best Hadoop company, you will find a lot of them as following:
• MapR
MapR Platform delivers enterprise grade security, reliability, and real-time performance while dramatically lowering both hardware and operational costs of your most important applications and data [18] .
• IBM IBM solves this challenge with a zone architecture optimized for big data. The next generation architecture for big data and analytics delivers new business insights while significantly reducing storage and maintenance costs. IBM and Hortonworks have partnered to give enterprises easy access to the capabilities, scalability and economy of Apache Hadoop, plus additional governance and security features as well as tools for data federation, advanced query and management of their data [19] .
• Amazon Web Service Amazon Web Services offers a broad set of global cloud-based products including compute, storage, databases, analytics, networking, mobile, developer tools, management tools, IoT, security and enterprise applications. These services help organizations move faster, lower IT costs, and scale. Amazon Web Service had made a joint solution with Cloudera's expertise in large-scale data management and analytics with AWS' expertise in cloud computing [20] .
• Hortonworks Data Platform HDP is the industry's only true secure, enterprise-ready open source Apache Hadoop distribution based on a centralized architecture (YARN). HDP addresses the complete needs of data-at-rest, powers real-time customer applications and delivers robust analytics that accelerate decision making and innovation [22] .
• Cloudera Cloudera Enterprise is the fastest, easiest, and most secure modern data platform. From analytics to data science, anyone can now get results from any data and across any environment-all within a single, scalable platform [21] .
• Teradata Teradata helps companies get more value from data than any other company. The big data analytic solutions and team of experts can help your company gain a sustainable competitive advantage with data Hortonworks and Teradata believe that no single analytic system can meet all customers' needs, and leading data driven organizations will deploy an analytical ecosystem.
That is why Hortonworks and Teradata have a longstanding engineering partnership focused on delivering the analytical ecosystem to the enterprise through best in class analytic engines and co -engineering of software to orchestrate the processing and strip out the complexity typically associated with a hybrid environment [23] .
Comparing Major Hadoop Distributions
Every enterprise is searching for ways to profit from Big Data. Which means that Hadoop is likely to have a major role to play in your organization. Given this probability, you should take your consideration well of the Hadoop implementation, and pay all the attention to its performance/scalability, dependability, and ease of data access. In particular, make sure that you have selected the best Hadoop that will fit that way you operate, and not the other way around. So as to take a decision in choosing the best Hadoop distributor. A quick comparison chart is conducted between the biggest three major Hadoop distributors companies (Cloudera, Hortonworks, MAPR) as shown in table2 [24] . 
Case Study 1: Commercial International Bank (CIB)
Background Big data and advanced analytics have been playing a vital and important role in transforming the way business is done as well as influencing the behavior of customers in all walks of life, and the banking industry is no exception. To implement these rapid developments, bold and swift action is required in order to lead change in the industry. Data has evolved from being just a tool to become a commodity in itself. Speaking of data, it represents a fundamental shift in how business is done by opening a door to a new strategy approach [26] .
That's what CIB as a bank decided to do, they decided to choose big data analytics in transforming their business. Big data analytics will enable a colossal opportunity for CIB by giving them a clear edge to lead the market. Banks that can have the opportunity to transform enormous amounts of data into valuable insights and then actions will be able to create a unique and differentiated customer experience [26] .
Reasons for CIB Big Data Transformation
CIB is Egypt's leading private sector bank was founded in 1975, offering a comprehensive and wide range of financial products and services to its clients, who include enterprises and institutions of all sizes, high-net-worth (HNW) individuals and retail customers [26] . CIB operates in every banking sector segment including corporate, commercial, retail wealth management and SME, all of this delivered through client-centric teams. Therefore, they decide to invest aggressively in IT and Human Capital in order to develop exceptional infrastructure that can support them through their huge journey [26] .
Apply Big Data Proposed Strategic Road-map
In 2016, CIB decided to conduct Big Data analytics and had decided to have that done with the help of Teradata Company.
Step1: Determine Business Requirements i. CIB Goals CIB understand the importance of moving from a descriptive analytics model to predictive analytics and fully comprehend the challenges and difficulties this entails. Therefore, they decide to invest aggressively in IT and Human Capital to develop exceptional infrastructure that can support them through this journey.
CIB invested in data storage and computation platforms in order to [26] :
• Increase structured data capacity • Improve reporting performance • Invest in self-service business intelligence • Invest in real-time information delivery systems to manage petabytes of data for advanced analytics and new regulatory requirements.
ii. CIB Mission and Scope
CIB Scope CIB scope is to uphold its distinct reputation as one of the leading and trusted financial institution in Egypt, respected for its people, strong core values, performance, and commitment to inclusive, responsible, and sustainable growth and as a bank who is always seeking to be the first in using any updated technologies in order to better enhance their institution .
CIB Mission
Speaking of CIB Mission, they are always creating an outstanding stakeholder value by providing best-in-class financial solutions to the individuals and enterprises that drive Egypt's economy. This is done through innovative product offerings, superior customer service, staff development strategies, and commitment to sustainability. As a bank, they are confident that their ambitions will be fulfilled to help shape the future of banking in Egypt for years to come.
Step 2: Apply Big Data Characteristics CIB should have big data main characteristics which are Volume, Velocity and Variety.
• Volume: CIB amount of data aren't that big and all of them are structured and can be stored easily without any need for Hadoop. • Velocity: The Bandwidth and data ingestion for measuring data creation, streaming, and aggregation can be easily done with data warehouse tools.
• Variety: No variety of data representation from text, images, audios and videos that is in need for applying big data technology. 
CIB Case Conclusion:
Although moving forward in technology is very important and vital for all big corporation. Every organization had his need that suits it more in order to create more value with their resources. CIB in this state, the storage technology needed for it was data warehouse storage more than the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) with applying some analytical and predictive tools.
Case Study 2: Cisco Background
Cisco is one of the worldwide leader in networking that help in the process of transformation of how people connect, communicate and collaborate. Cisco IT manages of about 38 global data centers comprising 334,000 square feet. Approximately 85 percent of applications in newer data centers are virtualized and IT is working in make a huge difference by increasing this percentage toward a goal of 95 percent virtualization. At Cisco, very large datasets about customers, products, and network activity is representing hidden business intelligence. The same is true of unstructured terabytes of data such as web logs, video, email, documents, and images [27] .
Cisco decided to work on an Enterprise Hadoop architecture, built on Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) Common Platform Architecture (CPA) for Big Data but the question here what made them capable to make this move.
Reason for Cisco Big Data Transformation
• Exponential increases in data volumes which means that big data environments will eventually get much bigger and more distributed, potentially consisting of hundreds or thousands of servers and switches. • IT departments need an infrastructure which will be designed for cost-effective management, massive scalability, comprehensive security that extends from the data center through the network to every connected device, and lower TCO. • Big data had become critical for day-to-day decision making and more pervasive in the industry where big data solutions help in ensuring faster and predictable delivery of insights to key decision makers. • Traditional infrastructure simply is no longer can handle these long-term requirements of big data environments.
Apply Big Data Proposed Strategic Road-map
Step 1: Determine Cisco Business Requirements
i. Cisco Goals
Unlock the large data sets business value that includes structured and unstructured information. Provide service-level agreements (SLAs) for internal customers who are using big data analytics services. Provides a support for multiple internal users on same platform [28] .
ii. Cisco Mission & Strategy
• Implement an enterprise Hadoop platform on Cisco UCS Common Platform Architecture (CPA) for Big Data that is described as a complete infrastructure solution including compute, storage, connectivity and unified management. • Enables an automated job scheduling and process orchestration using Cisco Tidal Enterprise Scheduler as alternative to Oozie [28] .
iii. Cisco Skillset needed
Cisco IT server administrators responsibility will be the managing of all elements of the Cisco UCS including servers, storage access, networking, and virtualization from a single Cisco UCS Manager interface. Cisco UCS Manager will help us in managing larger clusters as our platform grows without any need for increasing staffing this will help in saving time and effort also eliminated configuration errors that could cause downtime.
Step 2: Apply Big Data Characteristics
Cisco as a company had all the characteristics needed to apply Big Data as following: • Volume: Cisco encompasses large amounts of information about customers, products and networks activity representing hidden business intelligence. • Variety: Cisco consists of a variety of data types and formats such as web logs, videos, email, documents, and images. • Velocity: Cisco had a high speed in data creation, streaming and aggregation generated by disparate sources retained for long periods.
Step 3: Evaluate the available resources of Cisco
Cisco UCS CPA for Big Data provides the capabilities we need in order to use big data analytics for business advantage, including high-performance, scalability, and ease of management," says Jag Kahlon, Cisco IT architect [27] .
i. Storage
Linearly Scalable Hardware with Very Large Onboard Storage Capacity The compute building block of the Cisco IT Hadoop Platform is the Cisco UCS C240 M3 Rack Servers, 2-RU (Rack Unite) server that is powered by two Intel Xeon E5-2600 series processors, 256 GB of RAM, and 24 TB of local storage. Out of the 24 TB, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) will be able to use 22 TB, and the remaining 2 TB will be available for the operating system [27] .
ii. Processing
Cisco UCS C-Series Servers helps in providing a high performance access to local storage which is the biggest factor in Hadoop. The current architecture comprises and consists of four racks, each containing 16 server nodes supporting 384 TB of raw storage per rack. "This configuration can be able to scale 160 servers in a single management domain supporting 3.8 petabytes of raw storage capacity," says Kahlon [27] .
iii. Network
Low-Latency, Lossless Network Connectivity Cisco UCS 6200 Series Fabric Interconnects provides high speed, low latency connectivity for servers and centralized management for all connected devices by the UCS Manager. Deployed in redundant pairs offers the full redundancy, performance (active-active), and exceptional scalability for large number of nodes typical in clusters of big data. Each rack connects to the fabric interconnects through a redundant pair of Cisco Nexus® 2232PP Fabric Extenders, which behave and acts like a remote line cards [27] .
Step 4: Determine Task Processing i. Batch processing Cisco hadoop is a strategic data platform embraced by batch streaming enterprises which is MapReduce. MapReduce is well-known as a distributed computing framework. Data is processed on the same Cisco UCS server where it resides as well as avoid latency during the access of data over the network [28] .
ii. Real time data processing
Real-Time Systems also need to process the data in addition to guarantee the response within specific time constraints, and return all the results that will affect the environment they are running in. The powerful, easy-to-use for these use cases is the open source platform Apache Spark. Apache Spark enables in-memory capabilities, it offers both real-time and batch processing capabilities over a wide range of scenarios. Speaking of Cisco, it is in need of Real time data processing which involves a continual input, process and output of data. Data must be processed in a small time interval (or near real time). Real time data processing and analytics provides any organization with the ability to take immediate action for those times when acting within seconds or minutes is significant. The main goal is to obtain the insight required and act prudently all of that within the right time [27] .
Step 5: Cisco Software Selection i. Information
Cisco IT uses MapR Distribution for Apache Hadoop, which helps in speeding up MapReduce jobs with an optimized shuffle algorithm, direct access to the disk as well as built-in compression. The Cisco UCS CPA with MapR solution together delivers a powerful and flexible infrastructure that helps in increasing both business and IT agility, reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO), and delivering an exceptional return on investment (ROI) at scale, while fundamentally transforming the way organizations perform business with Hadoop technology [29] .
ii. Performance and Scalability
MapR data ingest performance is both batch and streaming, the HBase performance is consistent low latency and the NoSQL application is batch and online application.
iii. Dependability
MapR provides self-healing across multiple failure, their MapReduce is continuous without restart. MapR replicates both data and metadata snapping shots for files and tables at point in time consistency. MapR provides volume support, alarms, alerts, data and job placement job.
iv. Data Access
MapR file system access for HDFS is read and write and also the file I/O read and write. The MapR wire level authentication is Kerberos, Native.
v. Evaluation
The Cisco UCS CPA in its combination with MapR solution is based also on the Cisco® Common Platform Architecture for Big Data. Speaking of its fabric-based infrastructure, Cisco UCS CPA for Big Data delivers an exceptional performance, capacity, management simplicity, and also scale to help customers derive value from the biggest data challenging deployments [29] . 
Cisco Conclusion
Speaking of the combination between MapR and Cisco UCS CPA, it brings the power of MapR to a dependable deployment model which you will be able to implement rapidly and customize for either high performance or high capacity using Cisco Unified Fabric and powerful and efficient Cisco UCS rack servers. Whether you are deploying a large data center or you are just buying single racks through the Cisco Smart Play program, you can size the Cisco UCS CPA with MapR solution in order to meet the challenges of Hadoop.
Conclusion
This paper discusses Big Data in order to provide a brief overview of this new trend, unveiling a vast wo rld of technologies which are impossible to discuss in this paper due to space limitations. A proposed roadmap has been conducted in order to help any enterprise to take the appropriate decision when starting working with big data tool. This roadmap consists of 5 steps first you have to determine your organization business requirements of goals and mission, then make sure that your company acquire big data characteristics ( Volume, Velocity, Variety) after the second step ( if you can't clearly define and articulate steps 1 & 2 , there is no point in moving to step 3),evaluate also your enterprise resources in order to apply big data software from processor, storage and network, after that any organization should determine what will be the most appropriate task processing type that suits their organization and last a conducted comparison was done to help this enterprise choose and select the best Hadoop software that suits their organization. We conducted this roadmap one two company's one of them in the banking sector which is CIB. CIB had found that they are not in need to apply Hadoop and they had stopped on step 2 in the proposed roadmap. The other company was Cisco that had moved on all the 5 steps, selecting at the end the MapR Hadoop distributor. As future work, we pretend to intensify our research in Big Data in order to be able to host and respond to high demand Big Data solutions.
